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Our corporate identity

Welcome to the revised guidelines for the University of East
Anglia’s corporate identity. The identity has been developed in
response to a brand positioning project conducted in late 2006
and the five-year Corporate Plan approved by the University’s
Council in January 2008.

The creative work for the identity is based on the views of staff,
students, potential students, business partners and opinion
formers and decision makers nationally and regionally. It builds
on the visual traditions of the University while reflecting our
ambitions and aspirations for the future. The strength of its visual
appearance is important to distinguish us instantly in the minds
of our audiences but is only given substance and life by the
actions of every colleague in the organisation.

The identity is intended to provide increased coherence in the
way we present ourselves and a visual shorthand for the values,
objectives and qualities which make this University unique. It has
been designed in a way that allows it to be applied across a wide
range of uses whilst retaining its visual integrity and impact. All
new materials commissioned from February 2008 should use
the new identity. All University literature and merchandise should
comply with the new guidelines (including the new logo) by the
end of the academic year 2008-09.

You will find a new section on Print and Merchandise at the end
of this document which we hope you will find useful.

The guidelines have been designed for use by colleagues within
the organisation as well as by design professionals. It is
anticipated that experience over time, additional creative input
and increasing use will lead to additional advice and guidance in
later versions of this document. Any views, comments or
requests for help in interpreting them should be referred to the
Publications Office (email: publications@uea.ac.uk) which is the
main point of contact for visual identity queries.

The designer roster
The University has developed a designer roster of individuals and
agencies well versed in the new brand identity. The expectation is that,
except in exceptional circumstances, all design work will be carried out
by designers on this roster. Please see www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/
services/units/mac/comm/publicationsoffice/designerroster. 
There will be an opportunity each year for individuals/agencies to
pitch for a place on this roster via the Publications Office.
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Our vision and values

The University of East Anglia’s vision and values underpin the
Corporate Plan 2008-2013 which outlines our ambitions and
objectives for the coming years. 

Our vision

To advance understanding through research, scholarly
communication and research-led teaching, underpinned by a
commitment to excellence, interdisciplinarity and creativity.

To empower our students by providing an exceptional education
– and a wider experience that is second to none – equipping
them with marketable skills and preparing them for global
citizenship.  

To respond to the grand challenges of the 21st century through
the fruits of our research, the talents of our graduates, our
engagement with policy-makers, businesses and communities,
and our undertaking to be sustainable.

Our values

Excellence: is our overarching value and yardstick. We judge
ourselves by exacting standards to ensure that our research,
education, enterprise and engagement are of the highest quality.
We believe that academic freedom is intrinsic to the pursuit 
of excellence. 

Interdisciplinarity: is both a founding principle and a continuing
practice, maintained without compromising the rigour and scope
of individual disciplines.

Creativity: is one of the defining characteristics of the University
and is central to the work of staff and students and our
contributions to cultural life. 

Citizenship: Good citizenship, whether in tackling some of 
the grand challenges facing mankind, in preparing for entry to 
the caring professions, or in everyday personal behaviour, is
exhibited throughout the University. It lies at the heart of our
commitments to access, engagement and internationalism. 

Community: We are a scholarly community within a wider
community. We are committed to being an accessible institution
that engages energetically with government, business and the
public at large. The cohesion of our own community depends 
on parity of esteem and a sense of collegiality and mutual
obligation. 

Sustainability: We value sustainability because we know that
we can achieve nothing in the longer run if our activities are not
sustainable both economically and environmentally. 
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Our visual identity

Our corporate identity includes a logo and supporting typefaces,
but it is the way these are used and the context in which they
appear that is equally important to the corporate identity. Placing
the University logo in an inappropriate publication or on literature
that is poor quality undermines the way in which it can
communicate the University’s strengths. It is also important to
respect the minimum size and ‘exclusion zone’ constraints of the
logo to ensure that its visual power is maximised.

The design of the logo itself respects the fact that many people
know us as UEA and uses these initials in an integrated manner to
reflect the importance we attach to interdisciplinarity and
engagement. It captures an iconic representation of the creative
‘spark’ or ‘glint’ which epitomises much of our work, whilst also
communicating as a mark of excellence.

The full use of the University name makes our core activity
immediately clear and reinforces that, alongside our international
and national role, we are committed to enhancing the educational
experience and life of the region.

The use of the initials UEA should be avoided. Rather, refer to the
‘University of East Anglia’ in the first instance, then ‘the University’
– or, if appropriate, ‘we’. Never use the phrase ‘the UEA’ (using
definitive article before the initials).

In addition to the standard logo which can, in most cases, replace
the existing logo directly there is a horizontal format logo which
ensures that the University name remains highly legible at smaller
sizes and is suitable for landscape formats. For specific
circumstances a further ‘small use’ logo can be used with the
agreement of the Publications Office.
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PMS (Pantone Matching System): refers to
Pantone’s colour identification system, and
is often used as a prefix to a number (eg
PMS 302) with the number corresponding to
a specific colour. This referencing system
has become the industry standard
worldwide for specifying colours.

CMYK: an abbreviation for cyan, magenta,
yellow and black, the colours used in a four
colour printing process. When combined
together in varying proportions these four
colours can be made to produce the full
colour spectrum.

01 Logo
This refers to the logotype and marque
locked-up as a single unit.

02 Marque
This term refers to the visual element of the
logo as illustrated above.

03 Logotype
This term refers to the typographic element
of the logo, literally ‘University of East Anglia’.

04 Descriptor
This term refers to the additional
typographic information that may be used
with the logo in application, in order to
denote parts of the University (such as
Admin Departments, Faculties, Schools 
and Research Units).

02 

03 

04 

01 

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit

02 

03 

04 

01 

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit

RGB: Red, Green, Blue. The three
component colours of light. When
combined in different proportions, the three
colours can be mixed to produce any other
colour. The RGB colour system is specific
to the mixing of light as opposed to ink, and
as such is used to specify colours for
screen usage.

eps: Encapsulated PostScript. A file format
used to transfer PostScript image
information from one program to another.
The preferred file format for saving logos, as
it is resolution independent.
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Any views, comments or requests for help in interpreting 
these guidelines should be referred to the Publications Office
which is the main point of contact for all visual identity queries.

publications@uea.ac.uk
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01 Standard logo

03 Small use logo

02 Horizontal logo
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2.01

The logo is comprised of two inseparable
parts: the letters UEA and the full name
University of East Anglia. One element may
not be separated from the other and the
letters UEA may not be used on their own.

There are three versions of the logo: 
01 Standard logo 
02 Horizontal logo 
03 Small use logo

The Standard logo is the preferred version
and should be used wherever possible. 
The Horizontal version should be used when
a logo is required below the minimum height
of the Standard version or where the space
available is more appropriate to a horizontal
lock-up.

There is a minimum size usage for both 
the Standard logo and the Horizontal logo.
Please follow these in your designs. 
For exceptional cases a ‘Small use logo’ is
available. Please contact the Publications
Office if you need to use this version.

For specific guidance on minimum size
usage see section 2.02.

The logo must always be reproduced using
approved ‘master artwork’ logos which can
be downloaded from www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/
home/services/units/mac/comm/
publicationsoffice/logos.
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01 Standard logo

03 Small Use logo

02 Horizontal logo

(Maximum height up to 7mm)  
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Recommended sizes
The artworks for the Standard logo and the
Horizontal logo have been produced at the
optimum size for usage on A4 documents.

Measurement
The Standard logo is measured from the
baseline of the logotype to the top of the
marque. The Horizontal logo and Small use
logo are measured by the height of the
marque only.

Minimum sizes
The Standard logo should not appear 
smaller than 19mm in height. In cases 
where it is required to appear smaller than 
its minimum size then it must be replaced 
in the design by the Horizontal logo.

Only in exceptional circumstances, and with the
prior agreement of the Publications Office, can
a smaller version of the standard logo be used.

The Horizontal logo must never be used
smaller than 7mm in height. In cases where
the Horizontal logo needs to appear smaller
than its minimum size then the Small use
logo must be used. 

Small use logo
This logo has been specially drawn to
reproduce at small sizes and is the only logo
artwork that can be used below the minimum
size of the Horizontal logo. However, the
Small use logo must not be used above its
maximum size (up to 7mm).

Please contact the Publications Office to be 
supplied with the Small use logo.

08

Minimum height 7mm

If your design requires the
Horizontal logo to go below
this height then you must
replace it in the design with 
the Small use logo.

Minimum height 19 mm

The Standard logo should not 
appear smaller than 19mm in height. 

If your design requires the Standard
logo to go below this height then you
must replace it in the design with the
Horizontal logo.

Logo size usage

The logo

2.01 Logo variations
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2.05 Using the right logo
2.06 Rules of use
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Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit
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Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit
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The logo requires space around it in order to
maximize its visual presence. An exclusion
zone around the logo prevents any graphic
element from interfering with its integrity.

The guidelines opposite show the logo 
exclusion zone. Please ensure no other
graphic elements or text are placed within
these zones.

For both the vertical and horizontal lock-ups,
the exclusion zone can be calculated by the
distance from the top edge of the horizontal
point of the ‘star’ to the top of the ‘E’  in the
marque (denoted by ‘a’ opposite).

Logos with ‘descriptors’
Where the logo appears with an Admin
Department, Faculty, School or Research
Unit descriptor below it, then the exclusion
zone is to be taken from the baseline of the
bottom descriptor and  the right edge of  the
longest descriptor.
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Overview

Standard:

Black

White for reversing out of background colours or images

Horizontal logos: Small use logos:
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The University of East Anglia logo should only
be reproduced in the colour ways shown here
(blue, black and reversed white out of a colour
or image). The precise colour blue is specified
on page 3.05. Different versions of blue
should not be used. If a supplier cannot
match this blue precisely, then a black logo or
white reversed out version must be used.

When reversing the logo white out of a
background colour or image always make
sure that the background is dark enough not
to cause problems with visibility or legibility.
All the logo colour versions shown here are
supplied as digital files at
www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/services/units/
mac/comm/publicationsoffice/Logos

For further guidance on file formats see
section 2.05
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UEA_Standard _CMYK.eps
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It is very important to use the correct format
of logo for the item you are producing. Failure
to do so may result in a variety of problems,
such as loss of quality or very large file sizes. 

File formats
EPS vector files can be enlarged indefinitely
without loss of quality. They are appropriate
for most print applications. These and other
formats such as wmf, tif or gif, which are
more appropriate for use in Microsoft Office
applications or on-screen use (web based
media or power-point presentations) 
are available from
www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/services/units/
mac/comm/publicationsoffice/Logos

Colour versions
CMYK - this version is for print applications
where 4 colour process is used.

PMS – this is for print applications that use
Pantone (special) colours.

Black –  for black-only printing or printing
black from 4 colour process.

Reversed  –  for reversing white out of an
image or coloured background.

RGB  –  this version is for on screen
applications.
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University of  East Anglia
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07
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The logo must always be used in accordance
with the guidelines set out for brand colours,
exclusion zones, size and proportion.

01 These are examples of the correct
Standard and Horizontal logos. 
Always use the artwork files supplied with
these guidelines, never try to re-create or
amend the logos.

02 Do not change the colours of the logo.
The marque and logotype should always
appear in 100% of the same colour. 
Only use the colour variations outlined in 
these guidelines.

03 Do not stretch, distort or rotate the
marque or logotype.

04 Do not modify the logo with effects 
such as 3D rendering or drop shadows.

05 Do not alter the relationship 
between the marque and the logotype.

06 Do not create or use an outline version.

07 Do not substitute or try to recreate 
the logotype. The logotype has been
specially drawn so that it is unique and can
not be recreated using any typeface.

08 Do not use other colours of blue other
than that specified on page 3.05.
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A specific logo has been created for
occasions where the locator, Norwich, 
is required to be used with the logo.

There are two versions of the logo with 
the locator: 
01 Standard logo with locator 
02 Horizontal logo with locator

Each of these versions is supplied in PMS,
CMYK, Black and RGB.

Standard and Horizontal logos with the
locator are available on request from the
Publications Office. 
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Logo with locator

01 Standard logo with locator 02 Horizontal logo with locator
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The preferred position for the University of
East Anglia logo is the top right hand corner.
Any wish to vary from this should be agreed
with the Publications Office.

The logo should be appropriately positioned
within the grid for any particular application.
Always allow at least the minimum exclusion
zone between the logo and the edge of 
the artwork.

Please see examples of stationery opposite
for a guide to the preferred logo positioning.

Templates for standard office stationery
(letterheads, faxes, memos and powerpoint
presentations) are available from
www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/services/units/
mac/comm/publicationsoffice/Templates

You can also now download A4, A5 and A3
word documents with the logo already in place.
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Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences

Faculty of Science

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit

Administration
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The logo3.01

The diagram opposite shows how the brand
identity can be used to represent the different
Faculties, Schools, Research Units and
Administration Departments of the University.
This is done by adding ‘descriptors’ to the
UEA logo in order to create specific logos for
different parts of the University.

If you need a logo with a descriptor 
created please contact Print Services, 
email printservices@uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204. 
For further guidance on creating these logos
see section  3.03.
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Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
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The logo3.02

Descriptors can be added to either the
Standard logo or the Horizontal logo.
Specific templates have been been designed
to ensure that the relative sizes and positions
of these descriptors remain consistent. 
If you would like your own descriptor made
up please contact Print Services,
email printservices@uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204.
For further guidance on creating these logos
see section  3.03.

Logos for different print applications
To ensure that reproduction is as good as
possible, different versions of the logo with
locators can be created for different print
applications. 

01/02 Logos for litho printing
Logos are created in two colours for use in
litho printed applications. They can be
created as either PMS or CMYK versions.

03/04 Logos for desktop printing
Logos are created in a single colour (created
out of CMYK) for use in desktop printing. 
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Logos with descriptors

01 Standard logo with locator for litho printing 

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences

03 Standard logo with locator for desktop printing

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences

02 Horizontal logo with locator for litho printing 

04 Horizontal logo with locator for desktop printing

Print and merchandise



Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences

Faculty of Science

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit

One line descriptor
The first line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Medium,
9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower case,
PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

Two line descriptor
The first line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Medium,
9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower case, 
PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

The second line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Book, 
9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower case, 
PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

Three line descriptor
The first line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Medium,
9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower case, 
PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

The second line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Book, 
9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower case, 
PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

The third line of a descriptor is set in Gotham Book
Italic, 9pt on 10.5pt, -30 tracking, upper and lower
case, PMS Warm Grey 9 (60% Black).

Administration
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When creating logos with descriptors always
contact the University Print Services, email
printservices@uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204. They
hold templates which have been created to
ensure that the relative sizes and positions of
the descriptors remain consistent. 
Section 3.02 outlines the various 
templates available.

Descriptor typeface (Gotham)
The descriptors are created using a specific
typeface, Gotham. This typeface is used to
reinforce the shared identity between
descriptors and the University logo. 

The Gotham typeface should only be
used for creating descriptors. It should
never be used for any other application 
of the identity.

One, two and three line descriptors
Logos with descriptors are made by adding
either one, two or three lines of copy to the
UEA logo. In order to establish a hierarchy for
the descriptor Gotham Medium is always
used for the first line, Gotham Book for the
second and Gotham Book Italic for the third
line (see opposite for detailed specifications). 

If you have a specific requirement for a 
UEA logo with descriptor, please contact 
Print Services, email printservices@uea.ac.uk,
tel x 2204. 
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Creating logos 
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The logo3.04

When the UEA logo needs to work with 
the logos of partner organisations or internal
units, the relationships and alignments should
adhere to the following principles.

When the logos need to appear in close
proximity, the relationship is based on spacing
the partner logos equally by the distance ‘a’
(outlined fully in 2.03 exclusion zones). 
When the logos can appear separately to 
the UEA logo, the final arrangement will be
dependant on the partner logos in question
and also the format of the application. 
See 03 for examples. 

Minimum logo sizes outlined in 2.02 must
also be adhered to.

01 Partner logos with standard logo 
The relationship can work both horizontally 
and vertically. When vertical the partner logos
should ideally align with the width of the UEA
logo, when horizontal they should align with the
height of the UEA logo. The spacing between
logos should always be equal to the value ‘a’. 

02 Partner logos with horizontal 
or small use logo 
The relationship works horizontally, with the
partner logos aligning with the height of the
UEA logo. The spacing between logos should
always be equal to the value ‘a’.

03 Partner logo layouts
When appropriate the partner or internal logos
can be placed separately from the UEA logo,
as in the example stationery shown. In these
cases the logos should still align with the UEA
logo. Partner logos should not appear larger
than the UEA logo.
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Partner organisations

01 Partner logos with standard logo  02 Partner logos with horizontal or small use logo

03 Partner logo layouts

aa

a

a

a

a

a
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The logo3.05

Logo colour
When used in colour the UEA logo should
always appear in dark blue (using the precise
references indicated opposite). If a descriptor
is added to the logo this should appear in grey
(for litho printed applications) or dark blue (for
desktop printed applications). Depending on
the method of reproduction the logo must use
one of the colour references opposite.
Accurate reproduction of this colour is vital
and other variations of blue are not permitted.

01 Pantone Matching System (PMS) 
When budget allows the UEA logo should 
be reproduced using PMS colours. The 
letter U or C after the number denotes
whether the surface to be printed on is
uncoated or coated.

02 CMYK breakdowns 
These indicate an accurate match to the
equivalent PMS colours when printing in four
colour process. 

03 RGB values
When any of these colours are reproduced
on-screen (eg in digital presentations,
internet or intranet), they should be created
with the appropriate RGB colour values
shown here.
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01

PMS 302U
PMS 302C

02

C90 M15 Y00 K55

03

R00 G89 B127

Logo Descriptor

01

PMS Warm Grey 9U
PMS Warm Grey 9C

02

C00 M00 Y00 K60

03

R153 G139 B125  

Faculty of Science
School of Environmental Sciences
Climatic Research Unit

Brand colours

Print and merchandise



3.05 Overview The logo
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Brand colours

Secondary Colour
The colour orange has been introduced as 
a secondary colour as it effectively
complements the University blue.

See example opposite.

01

PMS 144U
PMS 144C

02

C00 M58 Y100 K00

03

R215 G128 B25

Secondary Colour

01 Secondary Palette
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The logo3.06

Descriptor typeface 
‘Gotham’ is the typeface used when creating
logos for specific parts of the University. This
typeface is used to reinforce the shared
identity between descriptors and the
University logo.

The Gotham typeface should only be
used for creating descriptors. It should
never be used for any other application 
of the identity.

The following page shows the secondary
typefaces which have been specified for use 
in supporting the University identity in printed
publications.

HTF Gotham
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01 Neue Helvetica
Neue Helvetica is the primary typeface 
used for UEA. It should be used as the first
choice typeface for the majority of pre-printed
typographic information. The choice of type
size and weight should be based on format,
function and purpose. 

35 Neue Helvetica Thin
This weight is commonly used as a headline 
or display typeface at a larger point size.

45 Neue Helvetica Light
This weight is commonly used for body copy.

46 Neue Helvetica Light Italic
This weight is commonly used within body
copy, where emphasis or differentiation is
required (eg names).

55 Neue Helvetica Roman
This weight is commonly used when
additional emphasis is needed within body
copy, or in instances where legibility may be 
an issue (eg when reversing it out of colours 
or images).

65 Neue Helvetica Medium  
75 Neue Helvetica Bold
These weights are commonly used for
headings and titles and items of information
which require more contrast.

02 Sabon
Sabon is the secondary typeface for UEA. 
Its usage should be limited to publications and
printed communications that require a more
editorial approach. The usage of Sabon
should be advised by the Publications Office. 
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Descriptor typeface
Supporting typefaces
Admin/default typeface

35 Neue Helvetica Thin

45 Neue Helvetica Light
55 Neue Helvetica Roman
65 Neue Helvetica Medium
75 Neue Helvetica Bold

Use lighter weights, 35 Neue
Helvetica Thin and 45 Neue Helvetica
Light, for large headlines and titles.

Small headings use bolder weights

For text predominantly use 45 Neue Helvetica
Light. In instances where legibility may be an
issue - when reversing out of images for
example - then 55 Neue Helvetica Roman
can be used.

The use of italics is permitted but should be
kept to a minimum.

Exero commy nonu llam, quisisim voloreetuer
sim voloborper se velesen dignisl ut iustrud et
incip ea aut wis adia m quis dolobore dolore
conse quat. Ut nisim quat ad tatuero essim
adit nonsequat, quam, vercidu in iscing
exeriurem dio el ing eros nulput wisit ad
modolesto diam, quate tie minit amco rperci
blan ex eu faccum veniam. 

Sabon Roman
Sabon Italic
Sabon Bold

Sabon can be used as large
headline copy and headings in
the same way as Helvetica.

Small headings use Roman - using colour to
differentiate them is preferable to using Bold.

Setting text in Sabon Roman will give a
design a more formal and literary feel. It may
be most appropriate for publications where
there are large areas of text such as brochures
and prospectuses. 

Italics can be used to emphasise a point or
provide differentiation for quotes, names etc.

Exero commy nonu llam, quisisim voloreetuer
sim voloborper se velesen dignisl ut iustrud et
incip ea aut wis adia m quis dolobore dolore
conse quat. Ut nisim quat ad tatuero essim
adit nonsequat, quam, vercidu in iscing
exeriurem dio el ing eros nulput wisit ad
modolesto diam, quate tie minit amco. 

Print and merchandise



01 Arial

Arial Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz0123456789
(!?,;:.”¢£ $&@%{}*)
Arial Roman should be used as a replacement for Neue
Helvetica when it is not available. It is mainly used for
University-wide template driven applications which use the
system fonts. Use Roman for all body copy and detail.

Arial Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz0123456789
(!?,;:.”¢£ $&@%{}*)
This should be used mainly for headings and titles
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Arial is the default typeface to be used
when the user does not have access to
Neue Helvetica and where the user needs
to have the font installed on their computer.

Examples of this situation include: html
text in web based media, powerpoint
presentations, all stationery templates 
and documents produced internally, and
all documents sent electronically.
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The glint

An important part of the new identity is the
graphic device at the heart of the logo.
It captures an iconic representation of the
creative ‘spark’ which epitomises the best of
our work. It can be a useful device used in
publications or merchandise to show our
creativity, explain our messages and highlight
key elements, but it should be used sparingly.

It can be downloaded in EMF and EPS format
from www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/services/
units/mac/comm/publicationsoffice/glints

The glint

01 Glint examples

04 Made in the University of East Anglia front cover02 Merchandise example

06 Application to Section Heading

SECTION HEADING

Pantone 302 – 100%

Pantone 302 – 40%

Pantone 144 – 100%

SECTION HEADING
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03 Application to slide 05 Postgraduate Prospectus front cover

‘Genius’ set in Neue Helvetica Bold
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University of East Anglia House Style

Large and complex organisations such as
the University of East Anglia (UEA) face
significant challenges in communicating in a
coherent and recognisable style. This is due
to the multiplicity of points from which
material is developed and published.

This document provides a guide to issues of
language, style and spelling which will help to
ensure greater consistency in our approach
to these issues.  It is unlikely to be
comprehensive or to cover all possible issues
and colleagues are invited to suggest other
areas or circumstances in which guidance
would be helpful.
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Abbreviations
It is not necessary to use full stops in or after
abbreviations where there is no likelihood of
confusion: GCSE, BSc, BA, MA, PhD, BT, eg, 
ie, etc, inc, sq
When they appear in text, &, %, ie and eg should 
be spelt out in full as ‘and’, ‘per cent’, ‘that is to say’
and ‘for example’. In tables, headings, or when you
need to save space, the abbreviations may be used
but not with full stops
The first time that an abbreviation is used, it should 
be written out in full and followed by the abbreviation.
This applies to the name of the University as well as to
operational units within it. The abbreviation alone can
then be used in sentences that follow. For example: 
This course is taught by staff in the Climatic Research
Unit (CRU). CRU is world-renowned.

Affect/effect
The film really affected me
What is the effect on his health?

A levels
A levels not A-levels or ‘A’ levels

Apostrophes
Use apostrophes to show possession (the student’s
notes, the University’s history)
Add only an apostrophe if the things or people
possessing already end in ‘s’ (Students’ Union,
lecturers’ offices)
Do not use apostrophes for plurals unless it is to
denote possession (in the 1960s, MAs, PhDs)
Use an apostrophe to show that a letter is missing
(isn’t, can’t, it’s)
Pronouns like his, hers, ours, yours, theirs and its
don’t need apostrophes

Biannual/biennial
Biannual  - twice a year 
Biennial - every two years 

Capital letters 
Don’t use capitals:
Avoid unnecessary capitals in all headings and text. 
In headings the first word should be capitalised with
remaining words capitalised only if a proper noun,
name or if a specific title or position is involved. 
For example: The British university system, not 
The British University System.
internet not Internet
web not Web
Use lower case for seasons and semesters. For
example: The prospectus will be updated in spring
2008.
Use lower case for points of the compass: east, west,
north, south. For example: Schools in the north east,
the south of Scotland, southern Europe.

Do use capitals:
Capitalise the names of books, films and other 
major works in the usual way. Capitalise first words
and all words apart from prepositions and conjunctions
of fewer than five letters. For example: Leading from
the Middle.
The Government takes a capital letter if it refers 
to the present British Government; but a previous
government takes a lower case initial. If used
adjectivally, government takes a lower case.
Use upper case for definite geographical places,
regions, areas and countries: South-East Asia, The
Hague, the Midlands, the Middle East, the West (as
opposed to the Developing World), the West Country,
Western Europe.
University (meaning the University of East Anglia).
Lower case should be used when referring to
universities generally.

Vice-Chancellor (referring to our Vice-Chancellor), 
all others are vice-chancellors.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor.
Faculties (Faculty of Health), Schools (Environmental
Sciences) and Course titles (MA Theatre and
Development), but not when referring generally to 
the study subject (for example: a good background 
in mathematics is essential).

Century
21st century, 20th century (noun); 21st-century
(adjective), eg in the 21st century (noun); 
but a 21st-century dilemma (adjective)
300 BC not 300BC

Circa
Abbreviate simply as c (roman) followed by a space,
eg c 1342

Compare to/with
Compare to - liken to 
Compare with - make a comparison

Contact details
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ

Tel +44 (0)1603 456161
Fax +44 (0)1603 458553
Email someone@uea.ac.uk
Web www.uea.ac.uk

Email and email not E-mail and e-mail

Web addresses should not include http, 
eg www.uea.ac.uk
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University of East Anglia House Style
continued
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Writing style guide

Dashes
Use short dashes (ens) when there are no 
spaces between words, ie 2000-2005, 5,000-word
dissertation, and long dashes (ems) when there 
are spaces between words, ie first-year module –
British cinema. 

Dates
Friday 10 August 2007 not 10th August 2007 
or August 10 2007
2007-08 not 2007-2008 or 2007/08
Decades should be expressed as 1960s 
(not 1960’s or ’60s)
21st century, 20th century (noun); 21st-century
(adjective)

Degree
Capitalise the full degree title and module titles 
but use lower case when referring to subject areas. 
For example: The School of Biological Sciences offers
courses in ecology, biology and conservation.To study
for the Master of Mathematics programme, you
should have studied mathematics to at least A level.
A first, a second, an upper second, a lower second,
a third.

Dependent/dependant
I am dependent on him
She is my dependant

Double spacing
Once used in the days of mechanical typewriters,
double spacing is now not necessary. Always use 
a single space after a comma and full stop.

Email
Email and email not E-mail and e-mail

Faculty
The University has four faculties (lower case): 
the Faculty of Science, the Faculty of Health…..

Fewer, less
For countable nouns use ‘fewer’: There were fewer
boys than girls.
For non-countable nouns use ‘less’: There was less
wine than water.

Government
The Government takes a cap if it refers to the present
British Government; but a previous government takes
a lower case initial. If used adjectivally, government
takes a lower case.

Historical periods
Capitalise names of widely recognised epochs 
in anthropology, archaeology, geology and history: 
the Bronze Age, the Dark Ages, the Middle Ages, 
the Renaissance, the Victorian era, the Enlightenment,
the Third Reich; or periods named after specific
dynasties or people: the Tudors, Elizabethan. 
But lower case medieval, baroque.

Honours
Use a capital letter when describing a specific degree
course, BA Honours French or BA Hons French,
otherwise – you will need a good honours degree.

Hyphenation
Full time (noun), full-time (adjective), eg the referee
blew the whistle for full time; she has a full-time job
First year (noun), first-year (adjective), eg he is in his
first year; he is a first-year undergraduate
A level not A-level, ‘A’-level or ‘A’ Level
Email or email not E-mail or e-mail
World-class not world class

Initials
Use a space but no full stops between personal
initials: A M Smith

Internet
internet not Internet

International
Refer to international not overseas students

International telephone style
Tel +44 (0)1603 456161
Fax +44 (0)1603 458553

Inverted commas (quotation marks)
Use single inverted commas, reserving double
inverted commas for a quotation within a quotation
and for direct speech.

Italics
Use italics for titles of published books, periodicals,
dissertations, plays, films, paintings, newspapers.
Titles of articles and features in periodicals etc are set
in Roman type and enclosed in single quotation
marks.
Use italics for foreign words which have not become
part of the English language.

Master’s
Refer to Master’s degree not Masters degree,
masters’ degree or masters degree

Newspaper titles
Generally in italics and with lower case ‘the’: 
the Guardian. Exceptions to this are The Times 
and The Economist.
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Writing style guide

Numbers
Use words for numbers below 10 unless they 
are in tables. 
10 upwards as figures, so 10 not ten, 29 not 
twenty-nine. 
Spell out any number that begins a sentence, 
eg One hundred and ten people graduated this year.
Use commas for numbers of four or more digits:
1,000 not 1000.
£100 million or £100m not £100 m. 
£10,000 not £10k, although £10k acceptable in
internal documents
Fractions are hyphenated as adjectives (one-third full),
but not as nouns (one third of the population).
The course runs for two years but it is a two-year
course
Spell out ordinal numbers in text: first, second, 
third (not 1st, 2nd, 3rd)

Over
Our house style is to say ‘more than’, rather than
‘over’. There are more than 10,000 international
students not -  there are over 10,000….

Percentage
Use per cent rather than percent or % 
(except in tables)

Practice/practise
She practises the piano every day (verb)
He set up practice as a lawyer (noun)

Principle/principal
It’s against my principles
She is the college’s new principal

Programme/program
As in part-time degree programme, but 
a computer program.

Qualifications
A levels not A-levels or ‘A’ levels
A Master’s degree not a masters degree
GCSE, BSc, BA, MA, PhD not G.C.S.E. etc

Schools of Study
When referring to the University’s Schools (because 
of the possible confusion with secondary schools)
UEA’s usage is a capital S for School of Study or
Schools of Study.

Spelling
Some commonly misspelt words
Accommodation
Dependant (person); dependent (adjective)
Enrol, enrolling, enrolment
Focused
Liaison/liaise
Licence (noun), licensing; licensed; to license (verb)
Practice (noun); practise (verb)
Program (computer context); otherwise programme

ise / ize
Our house style is to use –ise-
civilised not civilized
organised not organized
civilisation not civilization
organisation not organization

We use the following
Adviser not advisor
A levels, O levels – no hyphen
Continental Europe not continental Europe
Co-ordinator not coordinator
Co-operation not cooperation
Coursework not course work
En suite not ensuite or en-suite

Field trip not fieldtrip
Field work not fieldwork
Focuses not focusses
You take a full-time course but you study 
full time (same for part-time/part time)
Healthcare (when used as adjective – 
healthcare professions), otherwise health care
Master’s not master’s or masters
Online not on-line
Postgraduate/undergraduate not 
post-graduate or under-graduate
Problem-based learning
Supervisor not superviser
Under way not underway
Website not web-site
Worldwide not world-wide
World-class not world class

Time
5.30pm not 5.30 pm or 17.30

Titles
Mr not Mr.
Mrs not Mrs.
Ms not Ms.
Dr not Doctor
Rev not Rev.
Prof not Prof. 

Website
website not web-site
No http in websites

World-class
World-class not world class

Years
2005-06 not 2005-2006 or 2005/06
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The value of the University’s coat of arms and
crest lie in its authority and its traditional
appearance. Their use is restricted to certain
publications and print and merchandise
associated with Congregation. 

The University shield may be used with
permission on Student Union sports kit.

Permission for use of the crest or the shield
must be sought from the Publications Office.

The University crest 
and shield

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and shield
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples

02 The Shield01 The Crest
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Stationery

The University Print Services supply 
University letterheads, compliment slips 
and business cards.

Word templates for letters, memos, faxes and
powerpoint presentations can be found at:
www1.uea.ac.uk/cm/home/
services/units/mac/comm/publicationsoffice/
Templates.

You can also download A4, A5 and A3 word
documents with just the logo in place.

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and shield
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples
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Merchandise

We recommend that you use the University Post
Office, which is well-briefed in the use of the
logo and identity and can help you create
customised merchandise. All merchandise
incorporating the logo should be approved by
the Publications Office.

Here are some examples of the use of the logo.

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and shield
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples
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4.03 Overview The logo Basic elements

Merchandise

On some merchandise, you may wish to
include your departments name beneath the
logo in larger type than the logo descriptor 
(see section 3.02) allows. In this instance the
department name should be placed outside
the exclusion zone.

Here is a t-shirt example featuring the logo and
the positioning of the department name.

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and shield
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples

    PHYSICAL EDUCATION

    PHYSICAL EDUCATION

01 T-shirt front 02 T-shirt back
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Advertising

Advertisements have been created for a
number of purposes which could be adapted
for your use. If you require a lot of additional
design work, you are advised to contact 
the designer named beside each of the
following advertisements.

If you want to keep costs down and your
advertisement could easily be adapted 
from the examples shown here, contact 
Print Services, who will be happy to help for
a modest charge. 

Email: printservices@ uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204.

01 Advertisement examples

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and sheild
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples

Designed by Creative Sponge

Designed by Darren Leader Studio

Designed by Anne Reekie
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Literature examples

These generic folders and CD covers have
been designed for general use and can be
ordered directly from Print Services. 
Costs will depend on the number ordered.
Email: printservices@uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204.

Print and merchandise

4.01 The University crest and shield
4.02 Stationery 
4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples
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This design can be adapted if you would like
folders customised to include your own Faculty/
School name, with your own choice of imagery.

Contact Print Services, 
email printservices@ uea.ac.uk, tel x 2204.
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Literature examples
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4.01 The University crest and shield
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4.03 Merchandise
4.04 Advertising
4.05 Literature examples

01 Internal Folder – single image example 02 Internal Folder – multiple image example


